Abstract-Compression and differential technology make the storage and transmission of files more efficient, and has an important role in the field of storage and synchronization. This paper introduces the development of incremental updating technology and the current major incremental updating algorithm. Dividing incremental updating algorithms into three classes by the searching method of sequence search, dictionary search and suffix tree search. Finally, test the typical incremental update algorithms and analysis their performance.
INTRODUCTION
Incremental update is to store and transfer data with the differences between files, instead of file itself. This difference is often referred to as a patch or incremental package. The target file can be recovered from the source file with this incremental package. The size of the difference is always not greater than the size of the target file, when the source file and the target file related, the difference between the information will be far less than the target file. The greater the similarity of the source file and the target file, the less the difference is, the smaller the incremental package is. The application of incremental updating technology has greatly reduced the cost of file storage and transmission. Much storage space, network bandwidth, time of update can be saved [2] . In addition, the network flow rate and energy consumption can also be reduced, especially suitable for low bandwidth and traffic sensitive network [10] . At present, this technology has been applied to the [1] , software upgrade, data synchronization, cloud storage, protein sequence comparison and so on. And it is an essential part of most software configuration management system, which realizes the software version tracking.
The basic process of incremental updating is compare the source file and the target file into an incremental packet. And then incremental packet will be transferred to the target host; the target host can construct the target file with source file by decompression incremental package. For example, when a software needs to be updated, the software authors use both two versions of the software to release an incremental package, and provide download. Users can download and extract the incremental package file to upgrade the new software version, in this, the user's local software and server release software can be synchronized. The structure of incremental packet is the result of difference. So the process of constructing the incremental packet is divided into two steps, difference and encoding. In this paper, we study the difference algorithm. The procedure of difference is to find out the differences between documents, precisely the same information in files. This problem was first proposed as string correction by Levenshtein in 1965.And then, a series of differential algorithm are studied. The main difference of these algorithms is that the data structure, the compare algorithm and the encoding algorithm, so the complexity and compression rate of these algorithms are also different. Different information needs to be compressed in a light and efficient format, which ensures the difference information be transmitted through the network and recognized by different software and hardware platforms. Encoding format generally need to have the following four characteristics: independent of the differential algorithm, data canbe transferred, the output can be compressed and efficiently decoded. Many compression algorithms have their own encoding format to describe data, however, there are very few published ones except GZIP [4] encoding format. Delta encoding is incomplete data compression, and its PUBLISHED ENCODING FORMATS ARE GDIFF [14] format and VCDIFF [10] format.
II. RELATED WORK
Incremental updating problem originated in string correction raised by Levenshtein in 1965 [19] . Then the algorithm has been optimized, in 1976 UNIX system applied the first incremental updating tool diff [15] . This tool is only available to text file, it differences the file by file line, finds out the same units of the file and outputs a readable difference lists(encoding), which is a set of the least lines from the source file required for the synthesis of the target file. The different versions of the text file can be stored efficiently by using the tool. Obviously, the difference with the subsequent development of the algorithm comparison algorithm is not worth mentioning, because of the large and rough differences information it acquired, nor the differential results for compression. Later, the incremental updating algorithm is mostly refined to the byte level and uses compression algorithm similar to ZivLempel to compress the difference results [18] , which greatly improves the compression ratio of the algorithm.
Three important indices to evaluate the performance of an incremental updating algorithm are compression ratio, time complexity and space complexity [5] . Compression ratio is the ratio of the size of the savings and the size of the target file. The smaller the incremental package, the higher the compression ratio, the better the compression effect. These three indices constraints each other, a good compression ratio
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often means greater operating time and space requirements. For the practical application of the algorithm, the goal is to perform synchronization as fast as possible, which means a tradeoff between speed and compression ratio. "Good enough" solutions are usually acceptable, as a better solution requires more time and space [3] .
In addition, the special format of the file incremental update algorithm is researched gradually, such as the APK, HTML file incremental update. The general incremental updating algorithm ignores the special file structure, and cannot achieve the best results in special occasions. The research of the special incremental updating algorithm makes the special file structure better.
FIGURE I. PROCEDURE OF INCREMENTAL UPDATING ALGORITHM III. TYPICAL INCREMENTAL UPDATING ALGORITHM
Differencing is the key of incremental updating algorithm. Its results directly determine the patch size and the efficiency of the algorithm. In essence, differencing is to find the repeating segments between the source file and the target file, then find all matches between the two files and write the location and the length of every repeating segment into the patch file with a special encoding method [7] . Because of a certain overhead for expressing a duplicate message and overlap maybe occurred between different repeating segments, algorithm also needs to choose which found repeating segments to use. Repeat segments are selected in case of the efficiency of the algorithm and the size of output incremental package, The problem of finding repeating segments can be abstracted as the problem of finding common subsequence of two strings [8] . Among the known incremental updating algorithms, three kinds of searching methods are adopted. Which are sub sequence searching, dictionary searching and special data structures searching (such as suffix tree searching). The search efficiency of different search methods is different [9] . Efficient search methods often need more run time and space. According to the practical application, algorithm adopts the suitable search method.
A. Incremental Updating Algorithm Based on Sub Sequence
Search Early difference algorithms use the longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm [17] , Miller and Myers presented that the LCS algorithm's shortcomings when used to find differences [11] . Edit distance is another measure method used to measure sequence differences. It is defined as the minimum number of edits required for a sequence to change to another sequence, and a shortest path found on the edit graph indicate a differencing result. DDIFF algorithm [18] proposed by Gui-qiang Ni, Zhi-long Chen [18] also uses the concept of edit graph. Compared to LCS, the edit distance can better describe the difference between the sequences, and output smaller difference information. Early search algorithms based on the comparison of characters. Which have high time expense and also unable to identify the byte transposition within a character. Tichy proposed block moving algorithm to solve this problem [6] . Instead of operate only one character at a time, the characters are operated as a block. Tichy defines two kinds of edit operation: block movement and add operation. Both are allowed to combine continuous operation of the same type acting on the same substring to one operation. Block movement is a copy of the substring from the old file, and add operation is to get the substring from the delta code. The idea of the algorithm is to read a new string and compare each position with the old one. For each location, if there is a match, as a copy instruction output the maximum repetition, otherwise output an insert instruction. Each repeat block can be represented by a block movement operation, and each difference block can be represented by an add operation.
The algorithm finds the optimal solution of maximum matching in the new and old string, the time overhead is O(nm) and O(nm2). Because the time to process a long string will be more than the time to directly copy the string, so the algorithm is not feasible in practical application.
B. Incremental Updating Algorithm Based on Dictionary Search
In order to avoid iterating the old version to search substring, dictionary structure is raised. Dictionary is a hash table. It calculates fingerprints of all short constant length prefix. And consider the fingerprints a key value to store the prefix's position in the old file. When searching for a substring in the new version string, the algorithm calculates the substring's hash value, and then query the corresponding location in the dictionary of old version string. So that old version string will not be iterated.
Dictionary structure greatly improves the execution speed of the algorithm. The time bound of find a match is O (n). However the bound of space expense still high. In order to solve the transposed string matching and reduce space expense, Trendafilov proposes to use a sliding window method. The method is based on the assumption of spatial location: Even assuming that shift, repetition is relatively close to the position. Therefore, the choice of any length sufficiently large enough windows, these two strings included in the respective repeating are within the sliding window. Fingerprints and subsequent differential is completed only in the window. Old string is a fingerprint window, if the window is the entire string.
A famous incremental updating algorithm based on dictionary structure is VCDIFF ,which is also a common delta encoding format. VCDIFF combines the target file with the source file and the target file is part of the dictionary constructs a delta based on dictionary searching, which eliminate the redundancy within the target file itself efficiently. It constructs the delta with copies from the dictionary, and use three instruction to encode patch file. There are ADD, COPY and RUN instruction. The RUN instruction indicates that one byte is repeated several times, which increase the compression ratio a lot. Xdelta and open-vcdiff are both its implementations. They divide the old version into chunks, and use the dictionary for the chunk fingerprints. Xdelta optimizes the generated instructionsand prioritizes speed over compression ratio as a more popular tool.
FIGURE II. A DICTIONARY DATA STRUCTURE MAPS HASHES) INTO POSITION

C. Incremental Updating Algorithm Based on Suffix Tree Search
Suffix tree is a data structure for storing a string of all suffixes [12] . Suffix tree is the only optimal algorithm that can find substring of arbitrary length p in a string, including small repeat that cannot be identified in the dictionary algorithms. Finding a substring time complexity is O (p). A suffix tree contains all the substrings. Construct a suffix tree time complexity is O (n).
Suffix tree diagram Note that the equation is centered using a center tab stop. BSDIFF [14] is based on suffix searching. When a completely identical block is found in two versions, BSDIFF tries to expand exact matches in both directions so that a similar but not completely identical block is found [1] . Larsson and Sadakane's suffix sorting algorithm is used to construct suffix array for the old version [15] . The patch constructed by BSDIFF is much slightly than the new version [13] . However, the delta can be compressed into a patch with small size, because the delta consists of large series of zeros. And the more similarities between the old and new versions, the more zeros exist in delta. Bsdiff is a famous tool of this method's implementations.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
In order to measure the performance of typical incremental updating algorithm, three classical algorithm commonly used are selected to be compared. They are Rsync, bsdiff and Xdelta. Experimental samples for testing are six different files. They are three software's two different version suitable for Linux, Windows and Android system. The test samples are JDK, http-netware-bin2, Xdelta, Xpdf, UCbrowser and Xchat. Their size and platform are showed in Table I . In the experiment, the average data compression ratio of software of Rsync, xdelta and bsdiff were 13.2%, 60.3%, 63.6%. On average, the data compression ratio of bsdiff algorithm is the highest. When the 3 and 6 samples of the 2 software update service, all incremental updating algorithm's compression rate is higher, indicating high degree of similarity between old and new versions of the 2 sample; when the update of the issue processing 5 sample, all update algorithm compression ratio of whole body is not high, indicating the similarity between old and new version of the file is relatively low.
When dealing with No. 1, No. 2 and No. 4 sample software update service, all incremental updating algorithm for the overall compression ratio in the middle level, indicating the degree of resemblance between the 3 sample in the new and old file is middle, the scene is the test of incremental updating algorithm performance. Incremental updating algorithm is widely used, and has important significance in the era of massive data. Efficient data structure is introduced to make the incremental update algorithm more practical and optimize. Dictionary structure based algorithm need less memory, the suffix tree based algorithm has small execute cost. Choosing the way to search substring by the actual implementation will fix the problem better. In addition, with the further research, more and more researchers design the corresponding incremental updating process according to the specific application scenarios, so that the incremental update algorithm can better adapt to the application environment.
